The power iteration method is the standard Monte Carlo approach for obtaining the eigenfunctions of a nuclear system, but the power method sometimes converges very slowly. Most discussions give a mathematical reason for the slow convergence of the Monte Carlo power method using the same concepts and terminology as when the power method is applied to a deterministic problem.
Introduction
Most Monte Carlo transport codes (e.g. MCNP [1] ) obtain the eigenfunction via a power iteration method, as explained below. Let Q(P ) be an arbitrary density of source neutrons at phase-space point P and let A be a transport operator. Let S i (P ) and k i be the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of A. Any arbitrary function Q(P ) can be written as a linear combination of the eigenfunctions
where a i are constants.
The eigenvalue (k i ) and eigenfunction (S i (P )) relation is
Applying the operator A n times using Eqs. 1 and 2 gives
If |k 1 | > |k 2 | ≥ |k 3 | ≥ |k 4 | · · · then as n → ∞
so that only the fundamental eigenfunction remains. (Normally after application of A the eigenfunction estimate is normalized in some convenient way, but that is an unimportant detail here.)
In this paper, unless otherwise specified, it is assumed that 1. A is everywhere real and nonnegative
All neutrons have positive weight

Intuitive Inefficiencies in the Monte Carlo Power Method
Note that if Q(P ) were the true eigenfunction (Q(P ) = S 1 (P )) then
is satisfied at every point P for which S 1 (P ) = 0. Note that this is a local rather than a global eigenvalue relationship.
In general Q(P ) is not the true eigenfunction and this can be expressed as
where v(P ) is not constant. When the transport problem is continuous, define a global eigenvalue estimate K S = (AQ(P ))dP Q(P )dP (7) and when the transport problem is discrete, define a global eigenvalue estimate
Note that the only direct control we have on v(P ) is to adjust Q(P ); we cannot directly adjust AQ(P ) because this is a dependent quantity. So, if v(P ) is too large (say v(P ) > K S ) we can attempt to reduce v(P ) by increasing the denominator of Eq. 6; that is, by increasing Q(P ). (Unless there is an unphysical δ-function component of A, the probability of a neutron sourced in at P producing a fission at P is zero. For a large discrete system it is near zero. Thus, one can be pretty sure that when the denominator in Eq. 6 is increased by sourcing a neutron in at P , the numerator stays the same and v(P ) decreases.) On the other hand, if v(P ) is too small (say v(P ) < K S ), then it makes little sense to add a neutron at P because that only makes v(P ) smaller. The power method ignores this fact and simply sources in new neutrons proportional to Q(P ), whether or not it is counterproductive.
The standard Monte Carlo power method (e.g. in MCNP [1]) samples source neutrons proportional to Q(P ). Thus, computational resources are expended proportional to Q(P ), even when the current eigenvalue estimate at P is already too low. That is,
Note that adding another source neutron at P tends to make v(P ) even smaller than the already too low value.
New Procedure on a Discrete Ten State Transport Problem
A new procedure that does not source neutrons counterproductively is described and illustrated with a discrete ten state transport problem. Let the transport operator A be the matrix with elements A ij : 
Define the probability s j that the neutron sourced into state j survives and reaches one of the ten states. For this particular matrix
and the termination probability from state j is
and so A ij can be interpreted as the probability that a neutron sourced into state j produces 1 fission neutron in state i.
(For this problem the fission multiplicity is ν = 1.) Call the termination state "state 0" for convenience.
This particular operator A has a dominance ratio of 0. Let N t be the total number of neutrons in the entire calculation and N be the running count used so far. Let Q j be the number of neutrons sourced into state j and let R i be the number of fission neutrons produced in state i via transport of all the source neutrons from all the states. Stated mathematically, (T indicates transposing from a row vector to a column vector):
or
The procedure proposed here for building the fundamental eigenfunction using N t neutrons in a noniterative and cumu- Algorithmically, this neutron by neutron "building brick" procedure can be expressed as 1. Initially Q = 0 and R = 0. One neutron is sourced into each of the ten states so that Q j = 1 for j = 1, . . . , 10.
For each j, the fission state i (or termination) is sampled from A ij and the resulting fission distribution updated; i.e., Q j ← Q j + 1 (another neutron is being sourced into state j)
Sample for either the fission state i reached from state j with probability A ij or the termination (state 0) with probability t j . Update the fission neutrons in state i
(Note that system has fission multiplicity ν = 1 otherwise one updates
If N = N t go to 3, else go to 5 9. End calculation (Note an alternative procedure would be to calculate K S after each neutron. If computer time were not a factor, this is probably a slightly better convergence procedure until N gets large. On the other hand, calculating K S after each neutron does take more time, and as N gets large there is very little advantage in convergence. Additionally, this alternative procedure is probably more problematical for parallel computing. This alternative procedure will not be discussed further.) Figure 1 shows the rms convergence of the eigenvector to the true eigenvector as a function of the cumulative number of neutrons. The plot shows averages over 1000 runs and the associated error bars. Note that because the procedure is cumulative, the source can never entirely disappear in any region because there will always be at least one neutron that has been sourced into the region. Furthermore, time is not wasted on source neutrons that move the eigenfunction estimate away from the true eigenfunction.
Future Work: Continuous Problems and the Second Eigenfunction
Note that for continuous problems, the problem can be divided into continuous regions and the regionwise eigenvalues compared with the global eigenvalue. As before, neutrons are then sourced into a region if and only if the region's eigenvalue is higher than the global eigenvalue. This leaves the question of where the neutron is sourced into the region. Preliminary work, not reported here, indicates that sampling the neutron's source position from the current cumulative Monte Carlo estimate of AQ(P ) = R(P ) within the region is a good solution. Other solutions are possible as well, but they have not yet been tested even in a preliminary test.
Although it is not shown here, based on previous experience with estimating higher eigenfunctions, it is a good guess that the second (and higher) eigenfunction can be obtained by small modifications of the above procedure for the first eigenfunction. For the second eigenfunction, one uses negative as well as positive weight source neutrons. One computes global K S 's for both negative and positive regions. That is both a K S− and a K S+ corresponding to Eq. 8. With I(T ) = 0 when T is false and I(T ) = 1 when T is true, one has
If K S− > K S+ then the procedure in section 3 is followed with positive weight neutrons for all states for which I(R j > 0).
Similarly, if K S− < K S+ then the procedure in section 3 is followed with negative weight neutrons for all states for which I(R j < 0). 
References
integer,parameter :: dknd = selected_real_kind(15,307) 
!-------------------! MCNP output units !-------------------!!!!!!!! teb use mcnp_params, only: iuo, I8KND, DKND !-------------------------------------! Constants for standard RN generators !-------------------------------------
!----------------------------------------------------------------
!-----------------------------------------------------------------
!------------------------------------
! Private data for a single particle 
!------------------------------------------! Shared data, to collect info on RN usage !-----------------------------------------
subroutine RN_next_particle( nps, skip, np_run ) ! advance the MCNP random number parameters to the next particle ! ! * generate a new particle seed from the base seed write(jtty,"(/,a)") " ***** random number -mixed test *****" ! set the seed & set the stride to 1 call RN_init_problem( new_gen, 1_I8, 1_I8, 0_I8, 0 ) write(jtty,"(a,i20,z20)") " RN_MULT = ", RN_MULT, RN_MULT write(jtty,"(a,i20,z20)") " RN_ADD = ", RN_ADD, RN_ADD write(jtty,"(a,i20,z20)") " RN_MOD = ", RN_MOD, RN_MOD write(jtty,"(a,i20,z20)") " RN_MASK = ", RN_MASK, RN_MASK write(jtty,"(a,i20)") " RN_BITS = ", RN_BITS write(jtty,"(a,i20)") " RN_PERIOD = ", RN_PERIOD write(jtty,"(a,es20.14)") " RN_NORM = ", RN_NORM 
